FRIENDS ON 64 SQUARES
Total budget
Start date

246 196,90 Euro
25.08.2010

EU contribution
End date

208.692,76 Euro
24.08.2011

1. Partnership
Lead Partner
Lead Partner
Address
Partner 2
Partner 2
Address
Partner 3
Partner 3
Adress

Local Employers’ Association for Small and Middle Enterprises (LEASME) Calafat
26, Tudor Vladimirescu
Contact person
Dumitrescu Ionel
blvd., Calafat, Dolj,
tel: +40 744 612283
Romania
fax: +40251 333 046
email: office@plimm.ro
Agency for Regional Development and Business Center - Vidin
77 Hristo Botev Street,
Contact person
Evtim Stefanov
Vidin, Bulgaria
Tel/fax: ++359 94 600017
email: office@bcvidin.org
Chess Club “Naiden Voinov”, Vidin
77 Hristo Botev Street,
Contact Person
Evtim Stefanov
Vidin, Bulgaria
Tel/fax: ++359 94 600017
email:
chess_vidin@abv.bg

2. Project Result:
Project results are the following: 12 meetings of the 14 member project team held during the 12 chess
events, 10 cross-border chess tournaments held – 5 in Romania and 5 in Bulgaria – with 50 participants
each, 200 pupil from schools in Vidin and Calafat participated in chess training, 1 chess camp for young
people and 1 carnival held with total of 100 participants, 2 chess playgrounds opened, information and
publicity campaign enrolled: 2000 brochures, 500 posters, 4 editions of 500 newsletters, 10 months of
radio and television publicity; press-releases before and after each chess event; 2 press conferences at
the end of the project.
3. Project Story
The project “Friends on 64 squares” took place in districts Dolj and Mehedinti in Romania and
district Vidin in Bulgaria. For a period of 12 months a series of events were organized in order to improve
culture exchange among young and elderly people through the magic of chess.
The specific project objectives are: to make chess popular in the cross-border area of Vidin, Dolj
and Mehedinti, to encourage the training of chess in the cross- border area for pupils from major schools,
to initiate the organization of sustainable traditional chess events in the cross-border area.
Chess is a game, sport and philosophy. It unites people from all over the world and in some
countries it is a compulsory subject of the school curriculum. Many are the virtues of chess and it
represents a wonderful tool for culture exchange as chess players from all ages and both sexes who don’t
know the language can at first communicate by means of the “chess” language.
The project was mainly addressed to the young people from the cross-border region – pupils
from schools. The total number of direct project beneficiaries reached 600, most of which were children.
Chess fans from all ages and sexes were also welcomed to the culture exchange chess events organized
within the project.
Main activities under the project were provision of necessary chess equipment, organisation
of chess tournaments, training of pupils from high schools in chess, information and publicity campaign,
cross-border chess camp, chess carnival, setting up of open chess playgrounds.
All activities within the project were implemented to look for the effect of youth and culture
exchange. Young people and people from the cross-border region had the opportunity to understand each
other through the language of logics and then tried to learn something more about the other country, the
other way of life, music, dances, traditions, history, etc.
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www.chess.bcvidin.org

Chess Carnival, Calafat, Romania
01-02.06.2011

Vidin,Bulgaria
23-28.03.2011/ 50 participants

Kula, Bulgaria
06-07.05.2011

Calafat, Romania
08-09.05.2011

4. Additional information
This project regards chess as means for cultural exchange of people from both sides of the Danube, from
all ages and sexes, regardless of their religious believes or physical disabilities.
Chess is at the same time a game, sport, science and art and it has the unique properties to build very
strong relations between people of different cultures and believes. One of the reasons for these relations
is the fact that chess players have a language of their own – a language composed of 8 letters and 8
numbers, but full of stunning combinations, persistent strategy and will to win.
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